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Merman 2 - Spencer/Aemrys  

 

For Crow 

 

So, my Giftee was Crow but they didn’t have a specific prompt, instead they just wanted something with 

Spencer and Aemrys. Sadly, I absolutely suck at writing without a prompt. I tried to keep to the Angels 

theme for this year’s exchange and kept running into walls. I don’t have RL friends who read Raythe 

stories, but I still tried to badger one into giving me a prompt (and sign up) by telling her about the Merman 

story. She wasn’t helpful with a prompt, but it devolved into talking about how cool breathing under water 

would be to this lake we always go to in the summer which has really nasty undercurrents after about 2-3 

meters of depth. (Some people actually found that out the hard and deadly way, so there are signs up 

now.) And I how love diving down till I can just so feel the (much, much) colder current on my fingers. 

Which is stupidly dangerous! Don’t do it! And I used that as my inspiration. 

It was supposed to be a PWP but it ran away from me in the middle. 

Anyway here we go. 

 

Spencer had always loved the feeling of weightlessness that being in the water gave him. Not only while 

diving, but just while lying on top of the water, being carried around by the waves.  

Now though he wondered how he ever felt weightless with twenty pounds of diving gear and in a wetsuit. 

The water would be dangerously cold to a human, at least in the long term, but for Spencer it felt nothing 

but pleasant and he felt like he was floating in nothingness. 

Witch would have been awesome normally.  

If you could drown, diving in open water and just closing your eyes for half an hour and doing nothing might 

feel awesome and like you were floating in place, but it could also get you dead because in the ocean 

feeling like you didn’t move and actually not moving were two very different things, and Spencer had used 

his new drowning proofness extensively for just floating around and seeing where he ended up. 

Right now thou, he wanted to stay in one place. But so far out in the ocean that the only direction with 

something to distinguish was up, that wasn’t actually that easy. 

Spencer stretched his left hand to the side again and felt the stream of colder water from the opposite 

direction across his fingers. 

Playing with deep-water currents like that was another thing you didn’t do if said currents could drown you, 

but with that taken away it felt wonderful and was a hell of a lot of fun.  

He wasn’t sure how long he has been playing around out here now but it was probably more than an hour 

(or two) and Aemrys was likely very soon showing up to drag him back. 

And he still hadn’t managed to stay half in one current and half in the other. Stretching a hand or a leg in 

and keep swimming in his current? No problem! But whenever he tried for more, no matter if he tried 

staying horizontal and putting his chest in one current and legs in another or vertical, with one shoulder, 

arm, leg and hip in the other current, he got jerked around in between the currents and then sucked in by 

one or the other all within a second. 

The last thirty times or so he had just done it to see where he ended up more often and if he could predict 

it, but that wasn’t getting real results either except to make it clear it as random.  

Spencer puffed out water in lieu of a sigh, before he dove from his current in to the other one with a few 

strong kicks of his legs, focusing on the sensations when he slipped from one to the other. The way 

pressure and a tugging feeling started up from different sides, how the temperature changed so rapidly. 

Spencer led himself be dragged a few dozen feet away, before shoving back into the other current. 

He did that a good dozen times. Cross over, enjoy the sensation, get dragged away a few dozen feet and 

do it all again in the other direction. It was a good thing that making sounds was impossible underwater, 

because Spencer felt like giggling himself silly.  

He was so caught up in his new game that he only notices Aemrys when he pushed into the next current 

and essentially right into Aemrys arms. 

“Hello Spencer.” He can hear the laughter that comes across their bond together with Aemrys voice and 

gentle affection. 



“Did you sneak up on me?” The only explanation for Aemrys being able to surprise him like that would have 

been to come from below and swim up really fast, or… 

“No love, not at all. I was actually watching you for a little while.” Or Spencer had been even more in his 

head than he had thought. He blushed and could feel Aemrys amusement, but also a wealth of joy and 

happiness and affection wash over him.  

“Don’t be embarrassed. It is lovely to see you enjoy yourself so much.” Oh, and now there was another 

emotion in Aemrys voice that Spencer hadn’t noticed before 

Aemrys let his hands glide over Spencers sides upwards before slipping them behind Spencers back and 

tugging him close so their bodies were pressed together chest to hip with their legs tangling together. 

The current started taking them down and west, but Spencer didn’t even notice. 

“Did you come here for a reason?” “Besides seeing you? None at all.” Aemrys had started to run his nose 

and lips up and down Spencers neck. “Why would I need an incentive to look at you?”  

Spencer felt like snorting if he could have. “You are doing a bit more then looking.” 

“I could stop if you want” Aemrys said and though he was teasing and knew Spencer would not appreciate 

it he started disentangling them. 

Spencer grabbed onto Aemrys shoulders with his arms and onto his hips with his legs, bevor pressing their 

mouths together. “Not necessary!” he shouts over the bond before focusing on the kiss even though he 

could feel Aemrys laughter. 

They just kissed for a while, letting their hands roam and rubbing their legs together, letting the ocean take 

them where it wanted. 

Spencer was aroused, but it was more of a calm, pleasant burn then a raging fire at the moment and he 

was contend let his mind drift, just enjoying the sensations. 

He didn’t actually notice anything, but Aemrys did and the distraction flooded over their bond to Spencer. 

“What is it?” Aemrys had started again to untangle them and looked down behind Spencer. 

Spencer turned in the now loose embrace and his breath caught. 

The whales were a good bit away yet and about fifty feet deeper. Gray bodies just so distinguishable from 

the water. And they were gigantic.  

They seemed to move slowly through the water, but Spencer knew that I probably just seemed that way. 

Aemrys had held him from behind pressing his chest against Spencers back after Spencer had turned 

around, but now he loosened his hold again and took Spencers hand before he started a slow unhurried 

pace in the direction of the two large bodies that were gaining more and more shape, towing Spencer 

behind, to a point right above the whales path. 

There were two of them. It was hard to say how large they really where but Spencer estimated the smaller 

one to be around twenty or thirty. And the larger one… 

“Oh. My. God.” 

The cow and her calf where almost under them and Spencer felt like his brain had short-circuited. 

He had seen tons of fish and coral up close while diving, even a lot of porpoises and small sharks and twice 

even a group of noise dolphins, but this was completely different. 

The two whales had passed about thirty feet under them and kept on swimming, completely uninterested 

thou they seemed to slowly but gradually rise towards the surface. The cows body undulated slowly and it 

seemed absolutely effortless, like she didn’t really need to move to get anywhere, like gravity couldn’t hold 

her and she just had to think of where she wanted to go to get there. Her calf needed a bit more power from 

its fluke to keep up, but it seemed just as majestic and weightless.  

Spencer had underestimated their size. The calf seemed closer to forty feet then to thirty and its mother 

was still more than twice as long, about eighty-five feet, maybe even a bit more. 

“Fascinating, aren’t they?” Spencer didn’t answer with words, but he knew Aemrys would know how he felt 

even if he couldn’t put it into words. 

“But we should be glad they are quiet. They make a deafening noise when they are talking to each other.” 

Spencer was startled into laughter. He pressed himself back into Aemrys, but kept his eyes on the whales 

who had reached the surface and where breaching.  

“I knew how large a blue whale can get. I’ve seen them on TV with those size charts and swimming 

alongside boats. We even had a lesson about them at school, I think, because they are the largest animal 

on earth. But…” 



“It is different, seeing and experiencing things for yourself.”  

The whales were almost out of sight, swimming faster now then before and diving in a steep decline. 

Spencer thought they were probably going hunting. He wondered how old the calf was. 

“Just a few weeks. They will stay together for quite a while yet.” Spencer turned in Aemrys arms and 

pressed a gentle kiss to his lips. 

“Did you know we would see them?” Spencer wondered.  

“No. I am afraid my reasons for seeking you out where purely selfish. But when I noticed them I thought you 

might enjoy getting to look at them a little closer” Aemrys smiled at him before he let his hands wander 

again, down Spencers back and over his ass-cheeks and back up again, while he deepened the kiss. 

Nipping at Spencers lip until he opened them and pressing inside. 

“I wouldn’t really call that selfish. And I will have a great many chances to go whale-watching with you.” 

Spencer replied, but his thoughts started to scatter again while his arousal from before came back and with 

a vengeance. He pressed himself harder against Aemrys body, kicking out with his legs for a moment so 

their shifts got flared up in a current and he could press their groins directly together.   

Aemrys arousal slammed into him over the bond together with his laughter. 

 

End 


